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God @ Work 

I.  Introduction: 

A.  A CEO went into his Office and he was praying to God: 
& While he was praying→ (he asked God) “How long is 10 million years to 
you?"...  (& God replied) "1 second"...  The next day the CEO asked God→ 
“God, how much is 10 million dollars to you?”...  (& God replied) “A penny”... 
Then finally the next day the CEO asked God→ “God, can I have one of 
your pennies?”...   (& God replied) "Just wait a sec." 

B.  Perhaps the most ready example of the unpredictable 
winds of life→  Are those involving Finances:  We Americans 
are fascinated with money...  & There’s something more at work here→  
Than simply a desire for financial security--   We’re intent on Affluence (Our 

culture is captivated with wealth!)…  Infomercials crowd the television channels 
on weekends--   Featuring testimonies from wage earners (who after a short 

correspondence course)→  Became Millionaires buying real estate (With no money 

down / & working only 10 hours a week) / The complimentary airlines magazines--   
Are replete with video courses offered by financial & success Gurus→  Who 
promise easy money / Millions flock to Atlantic City & Las Vegas every 
yea→  Hoping for a big score... & The Advertizing Industry fuels this 
malady:  As everything from luxury Cars (to Recreation & Vacation options / 

clothing / Homes / Cigarettes / Kitchen Cabinets / & even top-of-the-line Toilet Tissue)→  Are 
hawked with emphasis on wealth & luxury…  & Incase some little-used 
corner of our conscience is disturbed by this self-interest→  The Advertisers 
assure us that we deserve & need such opulence…   
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C. You might remember the 1979 movie entitled The Jerk:  
In this movie were given a comedic dark vision of the American dream…  
Where  Steve Martin plays a penniless simpleton→  Who travels to the city / 
Accidentally invents a hot-selling product for eye-glasses  / & Becomes a 
millionaire…  But, unfortunately, the product is discovered to have adverse 
physical effects→  &So, the character played by Steve Martin ends up losing 
everything…  & While this rags-to-riches story parodies the American 
Dream (i.e. That any of us can become rich)→   It also points out how Transitory 
Money is / & How Fragile the Marketplace can really be 

II.  Well, today we encounter a text out of James that deals 
with the Christian in the Marketplace:   Now, although there were 
a lot of differences in the business world of James’ day→ Than in our own 
today--  When it comes to the Acquisition & Display of  wealth→  They’re 
not too far removed…   Well, before we pick up in James 4:  Let me ask a 
question--  When I use the phrase “Christian Businessman / Businesswomen”→  
What kind of image do you see?...  Let’s start reading in James 4:13f 

Now listen, you who say, "Today or tomorrow we will go to this or that 
city, spend a year there, carry on business and make money." Why, you 
do not even know what will happen tomorrow. What is your life? You are 
a mist that appears for a little while and then vanishes. Instead, you 
ought to say, "If it is the Lord's will, we will live and do this or that." 
As it is, you boast and brag. All such boasting is evil. Anyone, then, 
who knows the good he ought to do and doesn't do it, sins. 

 A.  Now, allow me to ask another question:  How do James’ 
words actually influence a Christians in the marketplace?...  Obviously, it’s 
not James’ intent to exclude a Christian from doing business→  But it is a 
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warning...  You’ll notice that James begins with the words, “Now Listen”:  
Now the word structure here is only found twice in the NT (& Both occasions are 

found here in the book of James)...  & It conveys the tone of an Insistent (& even 
Brusque) address--   Like the prophets of the OT→  It expresses a sense of 
Disapproval & Warning to those who disregard it--   So, Listen Up!   

B.  You See, The marketplace often fosters the 
illusion of control:  Now we have already noticed that James talks a 
lot about Wisdom→  & How there are two kinds of Wisdom--   God’s & the 
World’s...  & What James gives us here is a concrete example→ Of how 
these two kinds of wisdom compete in the marketplace...  & The world’s 
wisdom is propped up by the assumption of Self-Sufficiency (i.e.  That I can 
dismiss God→  & rely on my own Shrewdness / Intelligence / & Expertise to pioneer my way)...  
But James suggests that it’s a foolish trust:  B/C it’s grounded in the 
presumption→  That we can dictate the future merely by the power of our 
will...  You Know, one of the most dangerous moments in life→  Occur 
when a plan we’ve engineered actually succeeds...  Well, having just 
experienced the 2nd worse financial collapse in American history--  (Tell me)  
Do you think that you look at this text differently now→  Than you would 
have (say) a couple years ago?...  (Or to put it another way) Have you ever had well 
conceived financial plans→  Disrupted by unforeseen & uncontrollable 
circumstances?...  Now here’s true wisdom:  Our lives are like vapor...  You 
can’t even guarantee tomorrow→  Much less a year from now...  So, you 
better consider God’s Will→ When you forecast your future / & You better 
be open & ready to make adjustments along the way→  B/C you don’t own 
the future...  But you know who does...   
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III.  & So, in the face of the struggles in the Marketplace→  
James offers some good business sense: 

A.  1st Don’t Fire God:  Now you understand (don’t you) that James is 
not against planning your future--   You Know, he’s not suggesting you don’t 
concern yourself with Insurance or Retirement...  You’ll remember that it 
wasn’t raining when Noah started building the Ark--  (i.e.)  It’s not wrong to 
make preparations for future possibilities...  In fact James assume that here:  
(you know)  Go ahead & make your plans→  But filter them through How Life 
is Fragile / How we’re Finite / & How God is Sovereign ...  (As we’re told in 

Proverbs 16:9 NLT) We can make our plans, but the Lord determines our 
steps...  You Know, if you just ask the simple question: What’s right in the 
middle of the word “life”?--   What do you see?→  “IF”...  (point being) Our 
lives will always be infiltrated by Contingencies 

Now, give me a brief moment of Theology here:  You Know we often 
take what we know about God for granted...  Translated?  We never really 
take the time to think about the Implication...  The Result?--  It leaves us 
Doubtful & Vulnerable...  You See, the reason God is the only Person who 
can arrange Predetermined plans:  Is B/C God is the only entirely 
Independent Being in the universe (i.e. God is self-determining over any person or any 
eventuality)...  & So, He alone can announce a plan→  & Not have to face the 
word “IF”...  But you & me?:  We’re dependent (reliant) on many things→  
Many (of which) we have utterly no control over...  & That’s why God alone 
deserves (& desires)→ To be the core of our personal security...   

& That’s why “If God Wills” should frequently sound out in the heart 
of every follower of Jesus:  Now understand, James isn’t suggesting that 
this to become another mindless Cliché (Like tying off our prayers with the phrase “In 

Jesus Name”)...  Nor is he suggesting that we fall into this kind of superstitious 
posture of thinking that if we say “If God Wills”→  It will serve us like a 
Mantra (Paranormal Formula) for success...  What James is talking about here 
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is an Attitude: That Acknowledges & Trusts that God’s Will really is Best 
for us / That God really does want to “Guard / Guide / & Direct” our steps...  
Think of how often God’s people were quick to recognize God’s 
Sovereignty:  & How they Submitted their plans to Him→ As though they 
desired God to have final approval...  (e.g.) in Acts 18 as Paul was working out 
his itinerary for his missionary travel plans→   (he tells the church in Ephesus)  “I 
will come back IF it is God's will” (& by the way, Paul wasn’t Posturing / & Paul did 

return in Acts 19)...  The caution here (though) is that when we say “If God 
Wills”:  We’re actually & genuinely seeking a prayerful desire for God’s 
agenda--  & Not simply a Pious Smokescreen/Hope (that by saying this)→  He 
won’t interfere with what we want to do...  There’s a difference between 
seeking God’s blessings to validate our plans→  & Asking God for the 
leading of His Spirit in the making of the plans (in the first place)...  You See, 
that way we’re more likely to be truly Thankful when our plans work out→  
& more at Peace when they don’t...  Now, can you step back and get the 
point James is making here?:  God doesn’t desire to be a mere 
ornament→ Clinging desperately to the surface of our lives...  
Make your plans→  But start with God (Glory / Will)--  & Then our plans 
will be Blessed 

B.  2nd Don’t put off Good:  James tells us that it’s Presumptuous 
to think→ That we have Tomorrow to do the Will of God…  But the 
problem in James’ day seems to be--  That the desire to make a profit had 
become such a towering priority→  That it had overshadowed everything 
else--  (you know)  Where’s God in all of this business? (Does that resonate with our 

culture today?)…  It recalls the businessmen in the days of the Prophet Amos 
(when he says of them in Amos 8):  “You trample the needy & do away with the 
poor….As you anxiously await the end of the Sabbath→  So you can make 
more money”…  & You’ll remember how James has already pointed out 
how the Christians there had been neglecting the issues of Social Justice:   
(In other words) What discernable difference has it made in your 
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business practices→  Since you’ve come to know Jesus?...  
Eminent Sociologist, Rodney Stark (in his book The Rise Of Christianity)→  
Wrote that Christianity grew b/c of its Theology (Which, by the way, is a 
remarkable assertion→  Given the attitude of sociologists toward religion)…  (Stark says)  
“Christians introduced into the world of hatred and cruelty a totally new 
concept about humanity— i.e. You had a responsibility to be compassionate 
and caring to everyone”…  & So, (in context here) James is likely 
commenting on Proverbs 3:27-28: (which says) 

Do not withhold good from those who deserve it→  When it’s in your 
power to help them…  If you can help your neighbor now, don’t say, 
“Come back tomorrow, and then I’ll help you.” 

You Know, the term “Good Business” seems to have so little to do today 
with Goodness in our world...  But in God’s Wisdom, our lives are a mist...  
& So, Today is the day to live for God--  We just can’t afford to overlook 
opportunities to do good right now…  Remember, our business IS God’s 
Business... 

C.  3rd Don’t Brag about Business:  (he says) You boast and 
brag...All such boasting is evil...  Now, “Evil” is a strong word...  You 
Know, there were other less-harsh words at James’ command→  Yet he 
chose this one...  (the point being that) Boasting is not a trivial matter to God...  
& I think part of the reason for that:  Is that worldly-wisdom  can’t tell the 
difference between Net-Worth & Self-Worth...  & So, in the marketplace-  
The desire to promote myself through my success→  Is my attempt to 
communicate to others that I possess Significance--  & Thus (you see),  I 
Deserve some Deference (special treatment)...  & America is permeated 
with this way of thinking:  That’s why we don’t have any shows on TV→  
Called Lifestyles of the Poor & the Unknown (or Cribs of the Middle-Class)...  
Self-Promotion will always lead to the illusion of Self-Sufficiency...  & So, 
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James gives very practical advice here:  Have you had success in the 
marketplace?→  Thank God!...  But when people want to take you out to 
lunch→  (& ask)  “How did you do it?”...  God’s Wisdom would tell us→  
Be slow to assume the role of Expert...    I appreciate the story 
about Albert Einstein:  He was invited to speak at Swarthmore College 
(considered the #1 liberal-arts college in the nation)...  & Hundreds of people from all 
over the country crowded into the auditorium→   To hear what he had to 
say...  But when it came time for him to speak:  He walked to the lectern / 
Solemnly looked around / (& said) “Ladies and gentlemen, I am very sorry, 
but I have nothing to say”  / & Then he just sat down→ As the audience just 
sat there a bit bewildered & shocked...  & Then, a few seconds later: 
Einstein got up / Walked back to the podium / (& spoke again saying) “In case I 
have something to say, I will come back and say it”...  Well, six months 
later:  Einstein wired the president of the college with the message→ “Now 
I have something to say”...  & So, another dinner was held→ & Einstein 
made his speech...  Be on guard against the temptation to have an expert 
opinion about everything:  There’s no honor in being a successful fool...  
(But James is smart) Go to the marketplace / Do your job / Anticipate the future / 
Include God...  & Give Him the glory if success comes→ But don’t brag--  
B/C a “Madoff Moment” can be just around the corner 

V.  Now before I close:   

A.  Remember the problem that James is addressing here:  (& 

i.e.)  This whole illusion that we can dictate to the future...  & So (to James) The 
real question is--  “How do I approach life when the outcome is 
Uncertain?”...  (& James’ Answer is) “Trust in God’s Graciousness→  Not in 
Human Plans”...  & That’s why James emphasizes here:  That true 
wisdom opens itself up to pursuing God’s agenda→  & Therefore, it always 
grants God permission to change our plans--  Inflexibility doesn’t honor 
God...  “If God Wills” is an Attitude that is eager to adjust→  To 
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a New & Unanticipated thing that God may do...  You See, I’m not 
to be superficially pious in church→  While being Independent of God out in 
the marketplace...   In most large cities in the U.S.:  Commuter (While 

fighting rush-hour each day) can dial-in on local radio stations→ That give up-to-
the moment Traffic Reports...  & the report may point out that there’s a 
wreck ahead (& the traffic is jammed)→  & So that traffic report will give an 
alternative  route (You know “Don’t stay on the path you’re going down→  Go a different 
way”)...  & How is it that traffic-report have that kind of insight?→  B/C it’s 
coming from a Helicopter (It’s coming from a higher point of view)...  Well, God has 
a higher-view:  & No matter how well you planned out the course your on 
(& No matter how many times you’ve might have taken that path before)--  There will be 
times in our lives when God is going to say→  “I want to send you on an 
alternative path....B/C  I know what’s ahead....& You must trust my Will for 
you”...  Now it’s good when God is blessing what we’re already doing...  But 
it’s even better, when we’re willing to adjust our plans→ So we can go do 
what God is Blessing 

B.  Let me end with this:  Alexander Woolcott had a very successful 
career in the movie industry back in the early 1900’s...  & Being one of the most 
famous alumni of Hamilton College (in New York)→  Woolcott was asked to give a 
major speech at the college's centennial celebration... & He opened his speech 
this way: “I send my greetings today to all my fellow alumni of Hamilton College-
Scattered all over the world....Some of you are Successes / & Some of you are 
Failures--  Only God knows which are which”


